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Like many companies in all industries, yours is making an admirable new commitment to higher ethical standards. You’ve worked hard to build or restore your reputation and the trust of your stakeholders. But all your best efforts may be undermined if the many links in your supply chain do not follow suit.

The Supply Chain Imperative helps your organization avoid costly litigation and blots on its reputation brought on by violations of law and ethical norms. Author Dale Neef has created a framework any business can use for monitoring, reporting, and improving performance of suppliers on environmental, social, and other issues. It ensures that your company’s ethical mandate is understood and implemented along the entire length of the chain. This timely book clarifies:

	The importance of maintaining an ethical supply chain
	The new rules, problems, and responsibilities that businesses now face
	Strategic concerns
	How to use information technology in the ethical supply chain program
	How to make the business case for action
	And more


The new business imperative is to create an unambiguous culture of ethical behavior. Here is the key to making sure that mandate is followed at every turn.

 About the Author 

Dale Neef is a strategic management consultant specializing in corporate social responsibility and supply chain issues. A veteran of enterprise-wide change and strategy development programs with more than 40 companies worldwide, he has worked for IBM and CSC, and was a fellow at Ernst & Young’s Center for Business Innovation. Founder of the Neef Ethical Supply Chain Index, he has written or edited several books on business and the economy, including e-Procurement: From Strategy to Implementation and A Little Knowledge Is a Dangerous Thing: Understanding Our Global Knowledge Economy.
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Elderly Population in Modern Russia: Between work, education and healthSpringer, 2019

	
		This book compares the wellbeing of older Russian adults in the EU, USA, China, Japan, and Russia. Through providing a general overview of population ageing, social, economic and IT-literacy among older Russian adults, it fills the gap in quality of life research in developing and transition societies.  The topic is revealed in...
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Essays on the Theory of NumbersDover Publications, 1963
Two most important essays by the famous German mathematician: First provides an arithmetic, rigorous foundation for the irrational numbers, thereby a rigorous meaning of continuity in analysis. Second is an attempt to give logical basis for transfinite numbers and properties of the natural numbers.

MY attention was first directed toward...
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Putting Your Small Business on the WebPeachpit Press, 2000
Targeted for small business owners interested in how the Web can extend their business reach and profitability, this book explains how to create an online presence for an existing small business. Many business owners want to become part of the e-commerce revolution, but have unrealistic expectations that a  Web site will instantly perform...
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RFID Explained (Synthesis Lectures on Mobile and Pervasive Computing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
This lecture provides an introduction to Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), a technology enabling automatic identification of objects at a distance without requiring line-of-sight. Electronic tagging can be divided into technologies that have a power source (active tags), and those that are powered by the tag interrogation signal (passive...
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Digital Photogrammetry: A Practical CourseSpringer, 2006
The second edition is an "all-in-one" combination of basic theory and practical exercises with software and data included on a CD-ROM. Potential readers/users are students of Photogrammetry, Geodesy, Geography and other sciences, but also all who are interested in this topic. No prior knowledge is necessary, except the handling of...
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Professional Unified Communications Development with Microsoft Lync Server 2010Wrox Press, 2011

	RATHER THAN SIMPLY REPLACING PHONES and instant messages, Microsoft Lync, Microsoft ’ s
	Unifi ed Communications platform, makes communicating in completely new ways possible. Lync
	users can see whether a contact is available and where he or she is located before reaching out.
	After a user has decided to contact someone, he can...
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